Strategic Human Capital Management

Strategic human capital management (HCM) is not just a measurement focused approach to
human resource management (HRM). It is certainly not a decision science in which people can
be managed as a result of quantitative analysis and financial valuation. In fact, it is probably
more of an art than a science and is a way of leading people to unlock great business
performance. Strategic HCM focuses all people management and development practices on
maximizing the capability and engagement of the people working for an organization to create
valuable intangible capability, human capital, which enables the organisation to take full
advantage of potential business opportunities. Unlike HRM which focuses on getting closer
and closer to the business, strategic HCM draws its energy from people, from their individual
strengths, interests and motivations, which, aligned with long-term business strategy, can
increasingly provide the main basis for differentiation and competitive advantage. However,
the perspective also recognizes that measurement is important, and the book outlines an
approach to measurement which recognizes the importance of knowledge, complexity, best fit
and intangibility. Pulling together seemingly disparate strands of thinking, the book calls for a
paradigm change in which people really are seen as an organisationâ€™s most important
asset, and are managed in a way that reflects this fact. The text includes case studies from
leading private and public sector organizations and commentary from HR practitioners and
academics.
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Human capital planning helps a company to design human capital policies, programs, and
strategies to increase employee efficiency and help them to accomplish the already-defined
objectives and goals of the organization. What is strategic human capital management?
Strategic human capital management (HCM) is a people-focused approach to HR that unites a
variety of human resource processes to work as oneâ€”from recruiting and onboarding, to
payroll and benefits, to workforce and performance management. Strategic HCM focuses all
people management and development practices on maximizing the capability and engagement
of the people working for an organization to create valuable intangible capability, human
capital, which enables the organisation to take full advantage of potential business
opportunities. Along a parallel path, researchers in the area of strategic HRM have been
studying 'human capital' to understand how the management of.
The Strategic Human Capital Management Program (SHCM) helps organizations improve the
quality of their human resource management systems and. Finance leaders are integral to
strategic human capital management. INTRODUCTION. A central pillar in the strategic
management of human capital is the alignment of human capital strategies with agency
mission, goals, and.
In this lesson, we'll use a sports analogy and a real-life business example to learn how strategic
human resource management differs from human.
Understand how strategic HRM works, and its relationship with business strategy, human
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capital management and business performance.
Strategic human resource management is important for every company. Strategic HR involves
looking at ways that HR can make an impact on. Gain a solid foundation in strategic human
capital management concepts, principles, and best practices using OPM's Human Capital
Framework. Learn the skills. STI's Strategic Human Capital Management services include:
Advanced Training and Exercises; Curriculum Alignment and Development; Course Design.
GAO released an exposure draft on its Model of Strategic Human Capital Management, which
is intended to help federal agency leaders better manage their. Most have to do with how
business strategies relate to human capital management. Here is how we measured HR
activities and what our.
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